In Our Time 

Melvyn Bragg : Hello,what space should science leave to religion? What ground should religion give to science? Do they need to give ground to each other at all? The American palaeontologist Stephen Jay Gould tackles the old problem in his latest erudite and - odd adjective perhaps - charming book "Rock of Ages - Science and religion in the fullness of life" . In it he writes 
Science tries to document the factual character of  the natural world,and to develop theories that coordinate or explain these facts. Religion on the other hand,operates in the equally important but utterly different realm of human purposes.In other words science studies how the heaven's go,religion how to go to heaven,the rocks of ages and the age of rocks."
 But do the two realms really exclude each other? With me to discuss whether religion and science can be so happily divided is Stephen Jay Gould himself,the Agnesy(?) Professor of Zoology and Professor of Geology at Harvard University.The Roman Catholic Philosopher John Haldane,Professor of Philosophy at the University of St Andrews,and Stanton Lecturer of Divinity at Cambridge University,and also with us,the Sociologist Hilary Rose,(indistinct) Professor of Physic,and emeritus Professor of Social Policy at Bradford University.
 Stephen Jay Gould at the heart of your argument in this book,in rocks of ages,there's a principle you call non-overlapping majesteria or noma,will you first of all elucidate that for listener's please?

Stephen Jay Gould : Oh why not invent a little acronym for an important principle? I actually borrowed the term from my Catholic colleagues. A majesterium is a teaching authority and its etymological definition is from Agysta,teacher,the majesterium or teaching domain of science is the factual domain of the universe,and why its made that way rather than some other way, fact and theory.
The domain of religion as I understand it is a discussion of ethics and values and the meaning of our lives,and why we are here,in the spiritual rather than factual sense,and these are both awfully important sets of questions.

[Metaphysics deals with value - Ethics deals with ethics - why we are here is a philosophical question,with no teleological answer - we are here because we are here - there is no paradox or conundrum - the answer is not spiritually rewarding,but so what? There is nothing left for religion to pontificate about,other then its own navel ,which it does with aplomb.-LB]

But they are entirely different,and one's attitude on one subject should not really affect what you think about the other,and in that sense they're non-overlapping majesteria,which doesn't mean that they hate each other or shout at each other across divides,because any serious question,any important question in human affairs has both factual and ethical dimensions,so scientists and religious folk have got to be talking to each other.

[The problem comes when theists talk with no comprehension about the implications of things that have a moral or ethical implication,such as genome sequencing or some such life altering technology and rather than be informed about what is and is not capable of being done or understanding that which they speak about,they rant emotionally about issues on the basis of their own fear. Those  that bother to become informed invariably fall back on morality defined by a laughable deity notion as if we are supposed to worry about morality stemming from figments of people's imaginations. Real ethical debates involve sound minds able to weigh up and judge circumstances without reference to fairy tales or out of date notions like "souls" and "spirits" - which should be consigned to history like hobgoblins and unicorns.There is no Deus Ex Machina. -LB]

Melvyn Bragg : Let's start with science and the majesteria of science,the realm of science, what belongs to Caesar,I mean what belongs to science. [See qa2.html@NBCi -last paragraph]

Stephen Jay Gould :  To science belongs the attempt to understand the factual character of the natural word,which is factuality,often hard to ascertain,or ideas about it alter,but there's a world out there and it's one way rather than another,though it's difficult to figure out how often.

[It is this point that mystics can't seem to get into their head - the world is not made up as you please around their belief systems and perceptions,regardless of the subjectivity of the individual. The Quantum Physical view of "observer participant" involves the subjectivity of the observer in the creation of reality,and the fact is there is a reality,in which the observer participates - the observer is not free to decide aspects of reality which nature enforces to be the case regardless of what that observer wishes to "believe" - there are therefore no unicorns hobgoblins,ghosts,spirits,deities etc,and it is the last lacking which puts science at odds with religion. -LB]

And then because science can't just be descriptive factuality,science is also an attempt to understand why the world works that way rather than some other way,a theory so to speak and that's what science does,it merely ascertains or tries to, how the world's made and why it's made that way,that's a very very big subject and it's a fascinating conflict,a confusing world out there.But none of that is going to teach you the ethical basis of human behaviour.

[But psychology and the roots of human behaviour attempt to show what it is that motivates people to act as they do - it will never say what is "right" and it's not meant to,but it does shed light on why people act as they do ,and thus in terms of their existence as a biological being why they are acting in a given fashion in a given situation. See itom78 on evolutionary psychology -LB]

Melvyn Bragg : John Haldane,would you agree with that definition of science? Do you see science as basic as Stephen Jay Gould has expressed it,given that from these simplicities come enormous complexities as we know?

John Haldane : I think to some extent it oversimplifies about science itself. This emphasis in factuality and on nature,I mean among the things that science might investigate for example are the operations of the human mind,concerned over certain kinds of facts,but those facts have a complexity and a character that is unlike that say of basic physical or biochemical facts perhaps. So for instance there's the science of reasoning,if you like,looking at logical inference,which is concerned not just as well with what is a matter of fact people do think,but with what they ought to think.

[Such ideas are in the basis of the formal reasoning processes used in computer intelligences to define what it is a solution ought to be. Along those lines theists and mystics think X,and a formal reasoning process shows that X does not follow from a given start point,and that they ought not,to think X  - and yet they still do think X - even though it makes no sense - LB]

Or if given they think one thing,what they ought to think next.So questions of consistency,coherence and so on.

[It is those kinds of processes that are at large in Roger Penrose's work on consciousness and involve a high degree of mathematical thinking,demonstrating that mathematics is not just a domain of counting and summing,but of formal reasoning and deduction in trying to ascertain what should be or what might be the case,against what any single person might be given to believe - it is those processes which elevate the solutions to be above a mere subjective belief of any one person.The solution to Fermat's theorem or the infinitude of the prime numbers - is not a "belief" of any one person,and has much more weight in terms of its certainty than the personal view that a deity exists.Noticeably theists,tend not to make use of such formal reasoning processes in justifying their personal views,but argue by appealing to the emotion and feelings - which are nothing to do with what makes sense in a logical context - thinking not feeling is what matters (see also hardie.html @NBCi) - LB]

Which are absolutely central to the practice of science,what counts as good evidence,what counts as good arguments,those very notions "evidence","argument","good reason " and so on,in some sense fall within the domain of the factual,but they're not facts like the presence of particles in the void,so I think even when we think about the domain of fact long before we get to questions of religion and morality,there's a complexity there,that might,so far at any rate,not be fully captured.
I think I prefer the idea of different kinds of aspects,or even better perhaps two prospectors, because I think it's unlikely that the religious believer is going to want to yield over vast chunks of reality as it were as being outside their domain or their concern.

[To me that's not the problem,so much as what the religious believer or mystic thinks reality actually is,or how it operates - they cannot change the facts which science uncovers,the world is round not flat - and the accommodation of wave particles or evolution is not a matter of sheer belief as it is with a religious belief by faith.Thinking that praying to a God or doing a raindance or whatever it might be affects reality is a mistaken understanding of reality - the real world just isn't like that - and the retort from those of beliefs - whatever they may be  - is - "How do you know(what reality is like)?" - the answer being that science tests itself against reality and shows up "true facts" in the sense that the models created bear a correlation with observation and have an in principle explanation that is coherent and logical in the way John suggested.Mystical belief do not do this - they are the personal subjective views of the individual or group in question and do not represent reality - but only reality as they see it.
The case is then made that science is just another way of seeing things,and often people such as Richard Dawkins face a group of believers who assert that science his just his belief system - not so - science is not a belief system - no values stem from it as Stephen has just noted.Some say that this is precisely what is wrong with science - but science is not supposed to provide value - it is because in theory it is value free,that it is free from the vague personal subjective value judgements that are present in belief systems,and it is just that capacity which gives it is power - it is no beholden to anyone's whims and fancies - of course it can be when it is done badly or scant data is interpreted -but in essence it is unlike any other mode on enquiry,and that is why it is not just another way of seeing things - it is markedly different and unique in not allowing personal subjectivity or emotional bias to sway one from what is seen to be the case - LB]

So I have some sympathy with the idea of a duality here,that there are two kinds takes if you like,but I think of these in terms of two prospectors on the totality. There's one as it were reality,science is concerned with its structure,with certain aspects of its operation,how its put together,what it does. Religion is concerned with its significance and its meaning.


[The problem with that is "meaning to who?" If a religious person imbues a scientific discovery with a meaning it doesn't have - or a personal view that is irrelevant to others what service has been done? Saying that "God acts through the processes of science" is a false conception of reality. Asking "what is the meaning or significance of love?" must be appended with "to whom?" or "when?" or "where?" - those notions are personal and dependent on circumstances.
If there are two prospectors - the scientist digs and uncovers a gold nugget,finds that it is an ore,extracts the gold,and makes use of the element - the other asks "what is the meaning of gold?" - who the hell cares what the meaning of gold is? A question like that has echoes of a Monty Python scene from "The Life of Brian" where they look for meaning and spirituality from a person's shoe. Meaning and significance is personal it is not a domain that can be covered by a system,and more to the point,some people will see meaning and significance where there isn't any,through not understanding the nature of the reality that they inhabit - a case in point being the correlation of chance happenings being imbued with meaning or "synchronicity" - which happens through not understanding the nature of chance and uncertainty and the human propensity to notice things once a context has been established.
As John Allen Paulos says in "Innumeracy" (innumer.html@NBCi)

"It is no great wonder if ,in the long process of time,while fortune takes her course hither and thither,numerous coincidences should spontaneously occur.
-Plutarch

Sigmeund Freud once remarked that there was no such thing as a coincidence.Carl Jung talked about the mysteries of synchronicity.People in general prattle carelessly about ironies here and ironies there.Whether we call them coincidences, synchronicities,or ironies,however,these occurrences are much more common than most people realise."

The lack of realisation,means that meaning and significance is imbued falsely - and through ignorance of the science that pertains to those circumstances - namely mathematics.Unless one is critical and informed,one is likely to see significance in almost anything,including Bagels in the shape of Mother Therese,Tomatoes with images of Christ in them or images of the Virgin Mary in interference patterns on windows.These are not significant and have no meaning and yet millions pray and worship to things that they are ignorant of as having significance,purely because they cannot comprehend that in the myriad circumstances once in a while a similar image will arise,and the brain will notice the similarity,as that is one of its prime functions - pattern recognition - and mathematics as the art/science of pattern has everything to say about it - and religion absolutely nothing. -LB]

Melvyn Bragg :  Hilary Rose can I come to you on this same...laying the basis for this discussion? D'you agree with Stephen Jay Gould,again his book is the starting point for this discussion,that the purpose of science is to discover and communicate to us the facts of the natural world,and that is the majesteria and the domain there.

Hilary Rose : Well,for me always such things have to be historically contextualised and so the concept of science is constantly shifting changing,and what Stephen's trying to do I think is pull out some sort of irreducible minimum inside science.But the huge and dramatic changes that have taken place since the birth of modern science in the 17th century,are absolutely enormous,and so what I want to do is open up a nasty little thing which Stephen's own words invite me to do,and that is he asks us to take a cold bath,he Mr Darwin,when looking at nature,and I want us to take cold bath before we look at science and religion,and not talk so much about the irreducible minimum,but science as it actually is,which is I think a great deal often nastier and more complicated and much less attractive than this beautiful image of science that Stephen offers us.

[Saying that science is not attractive is a subjective value judgements based on aesthetics that do not apply - it is irrelevant how "attractive" science is - If Hilary means us to dispense with waxing lyrical from a position of bias that's one thing,but to counter a positively biased subjective view with another equal and opposite one is just as bad -LB]

Melvyn Bragg :  Well with such an introduction,we have to have the second paragraph!

Hilary Rose : Well,I mean for example,we're almost at the end of science,in the way that Stephen describes it,and that what we are seeing in the 21st century is the emergence of techno science - in which technology and science are enmeshed and that the dominant account of nature will be one that will is heavily involved also in changing nature at the same moment as describing nature,and that will come through the two dominant fields of biotechnology and information science.


[Sorry,but that is the role of corporate global business - not science - whilst science makes technology and technology is used by business - it is business and the materialist mentality behind big corporations that changes nature.Everyone buys into the big business process for a higher standard of living,and we are all involved in changing nature - it is not "big bad scientists" and their Frankensteinian processes that are changing nature - man has changed nature from square one - it's not a modern syndrome - we just do it more effectively, faster,and more rapaciously than before - and part of the reason for that is the urge to do things like "feed the world" or supply everyone with the things they need - ultimately it is greed,money and selfishness that prompt environment changing,and the very act of man surviving. The reason man is so effective as a biological organism is that he is not at the behest of nature to deal him sweeping blows.If nature gets cold,man makes fire,etc etc - altering nature is how we have survived.Growing better crops through agriculture and artificial selection - this is not a preserve of science - science just facilitates the knowledge and understanding to do it better,faster and more cost effectively - LB]

Melvyn Bragg :  Stephen Jay Gould?

Stephen Jay Gould : It was never really different when Bacon in the early 17th century developed all this imagery about raping nature [See women.html @NBCi - Bacon says in Novum Organum, "I invite all such to join themselves, as true sons of knowledge, with me, that passing by the outer courts of nature... we may find a way at length into her inner chambers." ] so to speak, which is why feminists don't like him,though they should,because in fact he also gives the first very clear account through his idols,of why the scientific mind is freighted with all sorts of social and psychological biases as well.

[This is why I said "in theory" the process of science is objective -LB]

I accept what Hilary says about the utility of science and I believe it has to be analysed in that social context.What I'm trying to do is to set aside its methodological operation is a different area from its social context I don't deny anything of what you said,in the same sense as I don't deny - even though I take this position -that in a logical sense of the enterprise of science and religion don't overlap,of course I don't deny that historically they have always done so which is why the perceived conflict exists.

[As Jacob Bronowski recounts in "Black and White magic" (magic.html @NBCi) the two views of controlling nature and accepting nature,stem from the same source - the mystical view being the one that tries to control nature - not science - Science attempt to understand nature and work within its limitations - everyone else is trying to invoke things that just are not there,and imbue nature with things it just doesn't have,to satisfy their own urge to power and control over nature - it's ironic that science is often viewed as the overseer or rapist of nature,when in fact historically it is science that has uncovered the secrets but has worked within what nature will give up.
Bronowski says "Nature had to be subjugated,and magic was a form of words,actions and pictures which forced nature to do something which she wouldn't of herself do. 

Let me note here that science does exactly the opposite.But it is important to realize that the subjugation of nature is the theme of all magical practice.We must get her to do something for us which she wouldn't do for everybody else - which means we must make her disobey her own laws.Of course,people before 1500 didn't really have much of an idea of what a law of nature was.But insofar as they conceived of nature following a natural course, magic was something that reversed it. "  -LB]

But that's for an odd reason,if I can just take a moment,that is the human mind cannot not ask questions of an empirical nature like "why is the sky blue?" it's too fascinating,"how big is the universe?". 
There wasn't an institution we call science in its modern form until the late 17th century,so (indistinct),because there was no one else - those questions used to fall under the domain of theology,and nobody likes to give up turf,so when science rose,there were bound to be Galilean, Marfeo Barbarini ,Urban the eighth type struggles,but the logical point remains sound,there have been turf wars,there are bigger ones in the United States now than you have here. But I think the basic position that I hold is both sound and humane and probably the right way for these two disparate disciplines to deal with each other,which they must do  all the time.

[No there is another solution - get rid of the domain called "religion" altogether as the useless artefact of a bygone age that it is. Religion is vestigial hangover from the period Bronowski describes where attempts to get nature to do one's bidding was the idea behind the actions. Nature cannot be appealed to,via gods,icons,tokens  or any other system of influence or incantation.Only by understanding how nature operates can one hope to affect any changes and only science attempts to use this methodology - all other systems attempt to modify nature by invoking unseen or false conceptions - LB]

Melvyn Bragg :   John Haldane?

John Haldane : Can I go back and say a word about the origins of the notion of science, because I think it's relevant to this? When we think about science now we really think about modern science,the science of observation and theory,but the term science comes from the Latin sciencia,which is concerned with a certain kind of knowledge,that's to say sciencia is defined not by what it's knowledge of - but the kind of certainty that it enjoys.
 So in the pre modern period in antiquity,in the middle ages and so on,the aspiration to science was the aspiration was the ambition to have a well organised kind of knowledge.
In fact they even believed that you could deduce logically every bit from every other bit in some way,given certain kinds of general principles and so on.Now in that sense of science as sciencia - as organised knowledge - there can be all sorts of sciences,indeed theology in that sense,was sacred science,it was organised knowledge about God.

[Some people still think it applies,and that this can still be done -LB]

What we're talking about I think in this discussion,is science in the modern conception of science - science as it arose in the Renaissance in the 16th and 17th centuries - science as observation plus hypothesis,looking at the world,experimental method,conjecturing what might underlie the appearances,doing further testing and so on and so on,and I think it's interesting that the kinds of clashes that have been written about in this book - very interestingly I think - really originate in that period,that in the earlier period there wasn't a sense of clash [Bronowski says "there was no notion of a natural law" at that time -LB].
Somebody like Aquinas in the 13th century,felt no tension between the Aristotelian science received into the Western world from the Arabs and so on,through contacts through the Crusades and such like,no tension between that and the most orthodox kind of Catholicism.

Melvyn Bragg :  I want to come back or rather carry on,with Hilary Rose's point.What you're saying it seems to me - crudely - is that Stephen Jay Gould's book is terrific as far as it goes,but in your view,science has changed now...

Hilary Rose : Yes.

Melvyn Bragg :  ...so he's talking about a science that now today, as we sit here,isn't really going on to that extent anymore.Could you just develop that a bit more?

Hilary Rose :  Well my trouble is,I mean here is this formidable man,and I'm thinking how am I going to tell him I think his view of science is romantic? 

Melvyn Bragg :   Well you've just said it so...!

Hilary Rose :  Because historically it's gone.

Melvyn Bragg :  That's a very clever way to tell him!

Hilary Rose :   I try to protect myself but I mean there is this sense,that I feel this is the most wonderful thing...it's the same argument I have at home with Steven Rose,and I say "look the kind of science you love,and I want you and the other scientists to value this and want to protect this and keep it going as long as possible",but I hear the uggernaut of techno science marching down the road with the Human Genome Project,with information science,sort of  transforming our society and culture as they go.

[This is nothing new! It has always been like this - this is just a personal fear of the encroachment of science and technology upon very personal areas where emotions run high about the implications for people - No doubt similar qualms have occurred in the past - not least by the Frankenstein view of Shelly over what science was doing to the nature or "spirit of man" - the modern areas of biotechnology are only different in the way that big business and legalese is making them storm ahead,before anyone has had a chance to look at possible implications - but that's what you get for having free markets and industrial research and governments that protect big business at the expense of the citizen.
This is what leads to the anxiety about science remarked upon by John Maddox (maddox1.html@NBCi) and also characterised by Robert Pirsig in "Zen and the Art of Motorcycle Maintenance" -It's true that science has brought some of it on its own head,but as with the BSE fiasco ( see bse.html) the blame fell on the government and industry and science was found to be trying to work in the public interest.
Indeed the whole point of the HGP is to aid medicine to be better able to treat disease,at least that is the guise that it has - even if it might have other implications,and companies will patent parts as their own,and hold people to ransom as indeed has already happened.
This happens because legislators are not scientifically literate,and fail to see the implications,and fail to put in place procedures to stop misuse of such information by greedy corporations.
I fail to see what is wrong with "transforming our culture and society" - that is what progress is,and if it was left to the religious and superstitious mystics,we'd still be chanting at the sky hoping to get water and food to survive - we've been successful because we haven't done that. There is also no sense in which theists have a special dispensation to moralise about the actions of science and technology - the rest of us can have ideas of right and wrong too,and those ideas are not based on fantasy stories and myths.
It is farcical that emotional hand wringers should have the "majesteria or significance and meaning" coming to their aid to tell them that GM food is "against God" or that the HGP is an immoral use of information - at least some theists who are also scientists have some capacity not to go overboard with their beliefs (see helphand.html@NBCi) ,but by the same token unrestrained investigation without any moral consideration could be damaging - but what we don't need is the kind of  naive "doing only good science" arguments that are put forth by those moralisers who are not informed about science or its history,much less the metaphysics of morality,or philosophy. For the unrestrained march of techno science - look to the governments and industrial complexes - science maybe (mis)used by them,but science is not itself the culprit -LB]

Melvyn Bragg :  Well that's interesting so how does it change the argument that he's proposing?

Hilary Rose :   Because this is much more tied up to the interests - in a very direct way - of industry and the state [As I said -LB] ,it's much much closer than it has historically been.

[I fail to see how this affects Stephen's point.Seems to me that Hilary is just grinding an anti Industrial techno science axe,vocalising the same old fears that the lay public voice -LB]

Melvyn Bragg :  Stephen Jay Gould,obviously you take Hilary Rose's point on board,does it,and if so how does it change your argument?

Stephen Jay Gould : But what I would say is that my notion of these non -overlapping majesteria is helpful in understanding that situation because the science of biotechnology - let's take a key example - Monsanto now they have stopped in part for our agitation,was trying to develop a gene that would makes seeds sterile,a totally immoral thing to do.

[I agree,and wrote my MP over that issue,as it would have made poor countries beholden to seed producers in the Western world,rather than allowing them to make their own seed. The only motive could have been profit.Again that's not a problem in science,but a problem with the greed of corporate directors who are exploiting science -LB]

The only conceivable purpose wasn't to help agriculture,it was to force farmers to buy their seeds,year after year as they couldn't save their own.Now how does one analyse that? There is a science,there is a way to do that,it would have worked.The decision not to do it,and the pressure we put on them to stop their research,which thank goodness,thank God,for the moment, (chuckles) has been successful is a moral debate,and I think you have to separate those questions,the fact that it can be done genetically is one thing,you want to argue why it should not be done,you're in a different realm.

[True - but that realm isn't religion -LB]

Melvyn Bragg :  If we're talking....as we're talking about science and religion,it would be stupid not to refer to Galileo,which you do in your book,you take it on - it's a key...it's a symbolic dispute,it's far more complicated we know than it seems.Can you tell us,Stephen Jay Gould,what you draw from that,because you go from that in your book to the present way in which the Catholic church deals with evolution,but can you just give us a take on how your notion can be seen in the Galileo Urban dispute?

Stephen Jay Gould : The first thing you have to do is as you said to recognise how complicated the story is..Galileo..I don't want to be too much of a revisionist,Urban the eighth made a very bad move,but you can understand why he did.You're in the middle of the 30 years war,why does Galileo appear before the inquisition? He had to.The inquisition was the temporal authority at the time that the pope was the temporal Lord of that are of the world as well as spiritual ruler.The point being that Galileo was an incredible hot head,he was right he never should have (indistinct) to write that book. All he had to do was write and honest dialogue between a Copernican and a Ptolomaian,his point would have carried anyway, because the Copernican system was better,instead he named the character who was to carry the Ptolomaian argument Simplicio and gave him arguments just as good as his name.Now when Marfeo Barbarini,his old friend,now pope Urban the eighth read the book,he developed a sneaking suspicion which might well have been true that Simplicio was meant to be his noble self and Galileo spent the rest of his life under house arrest.
Now that's simplistic too,but it does show that what you were dealing with at that time was an immediate an political and courtly conflict. Now within a generation - though Galileo's books officially remain on the index,the church was perfectly happy with the Copernican system for two obvious reasons.
First hey the Earth does go around the Sun,and not vice versa,and secondly as the Catholic church I think above all the (indistinct) religions,has always understood there's no sense basing a theology on the way the world works,especially when our concept of that is going to change and that's why for example - it's not why they understood - the Catholic position on evolution for the most part has been very positive.

[It's irrelevant how positive any religion is about a scientific theory - it is not up to them to judge it lacking or sound,and at the end of the day they view it as God's work ,regardless of any conflicts such as the migration of the eye in flatfish,they still view God as being behind it all,and this is a stultifyingly absurd and childish view. God changes nothing and is moot - it is obvious historically why concepts of gods have been there,there is no no need for any such idea. Being positive about something is not the same as accepting that as a model it is the only viable explanation - no religion is going to accept that there is no God behind anything - and that is the truth of the matter.Any ideas accepting or not of scientific theory based on the premise that there is a deity are ill placed to make any discernment positive or negative about a scientific assertion,as they are basing their own ideas upon methodologies that are at odds with how science formulates and accepts a current hypothesis. In this respect Stephen is wrong,the areas do overlap in the way in which John characterised - Reason is used in science,and unreason is used in mystical thinking,and in that respect they are antagonists -LB]

Now again there's a historical glitch because when Darwin published, Pius the ninth,one of the more interesting figures of the nineteenth century history was pope,and although he had started out very liberally minded he had become very embittered and conservative and part of his lands had been taken away by the developing state of Italy,so he didn't like Darwinism and he issued a (indistinct).But Pius the twelfth,again not a favourite character of mine at all deeply conservative reactionary man,even...even he in the (indistinct)  of 1950,made it clear that he didn't like evolution,but that he was no going to anathematise it - if that's the way it is - that's the way it is - now John Paul just a couple of years ago was much more positive and because as I understand the Catholic position,it's not my world - is very consonant with the argument that I'm making,that how the factual world is constituted is to be determined by science.

Melvyn Bragg :  What would be your comment on that John Haldane?

John Haldane : I think a couple of things. I mean one is that the story of Galileo is interesting for all sorts of reasons.But one is it actually diminishes the difference between older science and science now - which is what Hilary was concerned with earlier on,because in fact what it's a reminder of is that science is always set within a context in which purposes and personalities feature,and it's always had its patrons,and part of that story was a story of conflict of strong personalities.Galileo,you know determined to put himself into his position.Another figure Cardinal Bernamine (?) trying to get him out of it,and giving him every chance and so on - so it's a very complicated case.What I think about the  more general lesson about how religion might regard scientific development is this,it has to embed it seems to me - science within a broader account - it can't simply say "well okay,let's partition this,you do your bit,I'll do my bit and then you know we can talk occasionally and so on".The religious ambition is to understand reality in its totality.

[A good start would be to relinquish the God myth then -LB]

Melvyn Bragg : So do you think that science can at any time tell us all the material facts about nature?

John Haldane : Well I mean to the extent of course of the limitations of human power and so on,it may tell us all about the material facts, yes.

Melvyn Bragg : And what other facts...?

John Haldane : Well,I wouldn't...

Melvyn Bragg : What other facts?

John Haldane : Well,I mean that's where I...that's where we began with the notion of facts here. I mean if we think for example of something like anthropology..let's move away from say physics and chemistry,let's sort of think about you know the science or sciences of human nature,trying to understand what human beings are.Well that has various aspects, there's physiology -  but of course physiology has to be linked up with psychology.Psychology has to be linked up with some story of human beings as artistic creators,as moral agents and so on (see itom78).So just as the different sciences have to be embedded within an ever increasing larger story including a social science,so I'd say all of that has to be embedded within a religious world view.

[Why? Why embed it in anything of the sort? It's entirely unnecessary.Where are the "other facts" ? None have  been mentioned.Perhaps because there aren't any. -LB]

So that's how I see them as related.

Melvyn Bragg : Hilary Rose what do you draw from the Galileo versus Pope Urban and the recent pope's statement accepting evolution by Roman Catholicism?
Is this not an illustration of what Stephen Jay Gould is...?

Hilary Rose :   I think it works beautifully,so I want to go round the back and pick up Stephen's point about Monsanto. Because in order for us and I like to word we,in order for us to defeat Monsanto,it meant overthrowing the Judeo - the Christian Judeo belief in the supremacy of man and that everything should be subordinate to man,a belief which has been extremely convenient both for the church....and man I think was a very gendered being in that sense,I don't think it meant universal human beings,I think it did mean "man"

[Exactly,the male dominance exerted through God's gender as "male" -LB]

and this has been very convenient for scientists,because it has enabled them,particularly as biologists to research on other species,often with considerable violence [See helphand.html where it is used as a justification for vivisection -LB],and I think the defeat of Monsanto actually reflects a move culturally to establish a different relationship to nature,and one that was not forged either from within you know the general reductionist view of science,nor was it forged from within the Judeo Christian domination of nature thesis.So I think it's something historically new,and that in the defeat of Monsanto - Stephen's example not mine - we're talking about people struggling to develop a new morality in our relationship to nature and I think that's incredibly important.I don't think we owe too much to the church from it,some church people - true - some scientific people -true,but I think it comes from a willingness to try and recreate ethics.

Melvyn Bragg :  So you think that the argument has moved on?

Hilary Rose :  Mm-hm.

Stephen Jay Gould : With respect to the particular exam I don't see it that way because stopping the research on forcing seeds to be sterile is to me a moral victory,because the only possible rationale is Monsanto making more money.It didn't help farmers it didn't help agriculture,but I'm not opposed in principle to the modification of plants in a (indistinct) way that's been official to humans and not hurting anybody,for example the ability to put vitamin A into rice,which can no we done through genetic engineering is going to save hundreds of thousands of children's lives in Asia every year.

[It's interesting that the saving of many lives is automatically seen as a moral victory as if it could be assumed that saving lives is necessarily a benefit.Seen from a survival of the fittest point of view - saving lives that would have died "naturally" is actually an anathema to nature - but if mankind's technology is included in the idea of "natural" then the addition of vitamin A and the resulting saving of lives could be seen as in keeping with nature. Either way the assumption that saving life is necessarily a benefit is one view - and not the only view that could be taken - even if the attitude that suggests saving life is not a priority seems lacking in compassion and humanity - it is a view that can be taken -LB]

And that to me is a triumph because of its moral benefits,though the technology is not dissimilar to the Monsanto killer seed case,which to me was using the same technology for immoral purposes which is again why I think the moral questions have to be made separate from the factual ones.

[It's true that many people see the cases like Monsanto and fail to discriminate between the moral situation and the technological ability,and blame the genetic manipulation for Monsanto's unscrupulous action - when in fact they could have been just as unscrupulous without using GM technology - it is the misuse of the technology that is the problem not the technology itself. -LB]

Hilary Rose :  But the moral question that...I mean you have delineated a position which I think is quite often articulated but there is actually a huge...there are huge group of people who actually are very very uneasy about the very fast manipulation of nature.

[So what? That's how life is today and if you don't like it,don't live in this society. Those people are retrogressive clock turners and should realise they live in the 21st century - not the middle ages. Such abilities are consequences of research into areas that may have benefits for the very people who are worried about it. They wouldn't say no if a diseases they had could be curtailed by the same technology,but hey start hand wringing when there are moral problems - Technology always has moral implications - GM is nothing special -LB]

And what...how should we do this? I mean should we do it? And these questions..I mean as a natural scientist,you don't feel this particular concern,you feel it's okay to do it,and I would say "yes that's because you're happy with the Christian Judeo tradition". If you're actually part of I think the new Green movement there's a much greater feeling about stewardship, responsibility to nature,a much greater concern,"should we do these things to nature?" and I think that comes out of a different sort of ethic...construction of ethics.

Stephen Jay Gould :  Well I think that's a different issue and that position doesn't make any sense to me for another reason.I think what we're up against is an old problem. Any time you develop a powerful technology,it can get you into trouble as well as it can be beneficial [Exactly - LB].Atomic technology being the obvious prior example,and therefore we have to be very careful about the moral and social uses.But I wouldn't try and invent a different ethic that says we should never in principle manipulate nature,because nature's manipulating itself all the time,bacterial genes pass into other species.

[Exactly, the Green movement is still holding onto the man outside of nature view,as if we are capable of doing something "unnatural" .Contrary to Hilary's view - I think it is that view that stems from a semi religious basis,believing that nature is supposed to be one way (the created way) and that man is making a mess of that way by doing things like GM. In fact nothing we do can be outside of nature,in principle - as Stephen says - we have always done this,and so have other creatures - we are doing nothing in principle "against nature" because there is nothing that can be "unnatural" (see natural.html @NBCi) In the conversations I've had many speak of GM being "against God" or "unnatural" without pausing to think from whence there ideas of "natural" come from - science prior to now placed man outside of nature and they are still succumbing to this view - a cultural view that is the hangover of old science and semi religious views - modern science has man within nature.-LB]

Melvyn Bragg :  John Haldane can I come to you? Do you think that this talk of morality and ethics is dependent on religion,that without a religion - you practice Roman Catholicism [Maybe one day he'll do it properly -LB] - without one of the great world religions or a form of religion,there is not the stern morality which enables us to behave in the ways that Stephen Jay Gould's described on the Monsanto issue for  instance.

John Haldane : Sure.  I think this is a terrifically important and very deep question.It's interesting that Stephen characterises religion whenever he...I mean he has a great deal to say about science,when he turns to talk about religion,by and large religion gets glossed as something like morality,and I'm not suggesting that morality isn't important to religion,but there are other things as well. Now this question...the question you ask about you if you like the old one,"can there be morality without religion? - If you take religion away what would be left?" I think there can be  morality without religion,the question's a different one "What morality will there be when you take away the Judeo Christian central concepts?"

 [Mine. There's often an idea that when one takes the religion away one has no morality or a diminished morality.This is not the case - a non religious morality has to discern itself from square one via dialogue with others.The simplistic moralities resulting from religion are very naive and often result in the "unnatural" or "against God" views that are the prerogative of the group referred to by Hilary.Whereas a dynamic morality (and all morality is outside of religion) is responsive to the changing world and changing circumstances brought forth by a progressive and developing science.religious moralities are in general static moralities and unable to cope with new technologies that face the people in question.The  result is that they just dig in there heels start hand wringing and say it is "wrong an unnatural and against God" - Man is the judge of what is right - not any fairy story myth,and even within man's schemes a static morality is irrelevant to judge a dynamic system like science -LB]

You see I'd contest this characterisation of the concerns of science.This idea that what you get out of the Judeo Christian world view is this idea of man as sovereign,manipulating the Earth for his own purposes and so on.What you get out of that tradition are several things,and to some extent they're in conflict.but the notion of stewardship that was mentioned actually originates in the Judeo Christian idea,and all the way through,it's not a modern notion,if you think of somebody like St Francis of Assisi and that concern with nature you know,brother sun,sister moon and so on.

[There is a conflict in that the Judeo Christian tradition or perhaps other religious views have man as being a subordinate and in charge of the Earth and having "dominion" over creatures - we are caretakers ,but even that elevates man to being the apex of nature,one step below God,and that is a very arrogant and ignorant view - whether it creates a pro Green/nature view and/or an anti science view,or as Hilary as it being behind the scientific domination and subjugation of nature - the fact is that view is not only wrong,but gives rise to moral views which either proclaim man as superior and create a very pro science/nature dominating view as Hilary suggests,or create a very pro nature/anti science view,as I suggested.Either way the religious moralities are not helping,because they are ignorant of facts and are behind in their philosophies,partly through being static. It is the moralities stemming from religion that are the problem causing moralities,either through thinking that we can control nature by man being one step from God and in charge of the Earth,or by holding back progress by thinking that we should respect the creation.What is needed is a morality that thinks on its feet according to circumstances and does not react with a knee jerk and polarise the circumstances.That morality stems from a non religious view,which is not biased in favour of some mythical morality stemming from a non existent super being ,but instead looks at man's actions,and tries to be reasonable about what progress can be made without causing damage or inflicting the kind of things that Monsanto was doing with its sterile seeds. This requires individuals to think,communicate,and deliberate about what they think is "right" without falling back on naive ideas of "unnatural". In essence that process is "anarchistic" in allowing a freedom and a dynamic that does not have an overseer or master. Such a presumed "free for all" over morality scares some people,but that kind of process is refreshing and capable of dealing with the dynamic changes introduced from fast paced technological change.Static moralities do not have that ability - LB]

That rhetoric if you like,that kind of green ecological concern with creation as something that we have to tend to and be respectful of and so on and that to interfere with it is to "play God".

[As I said to the pagan who used precisely (and ironically) that term,there has to be a God to play - and there isn't -LB]

That's precisely a religious notion. So I think I'd want to contest first of all the idea that Christianity is about the bad guy in this. It seems to me it's been both bad and good,there's different voices,and then secondly to go on to say that when we look at religion ,in relation to morality the question is not so much "Can there be morality without religion?" but if you take away something like the religious structure,what kind of morality are you left with?

[One that works and doesn't react superficially,glibly and emotionally to the circumstances -LB]

And my fear there is,that degenerates the contract basically.


Hilary Rose : Well if you're right that would be extraordinarily impoverished.I mean...I don't ... I mean I can't envisage a world which is entirely without religion.

[That's your lack of imagination.The world would be a much better place without it.No silly ritual behaviour - not praying to unseen myths - just getting on with real life,and dealing with it,instead of messing about with fairy stories that impede everyone else's life by interfering in moral situations with guidelines that are hundreds and thousands of years out of date -LB]

As it seems to me to be one of the things that's remarkably persistent.It changes its form,you know and we have different religious groups.It seems to be something which is likely for chunks of any envisageable human society to continue.

[The reason for that is the same reason the common cold is remarkably persistent.The cold is a virus that changes its guise to defeat being killed off.Religion is a mind virus - it's longevity is not an indication of its goodness or ability to provide man with something he needs - it is only good at surviving like a flu virus.It's  not a necessity but an emergent problem of the interaction and ignorance of any group of people.The ideas are spread and indoctrinated into children  and so the plague continues year upon year - it is there because it is there because it is there - it serves no useful purpose and is actually detrimental where morality is concerned,either because of Hilary's view of man the egomaniac or because of mine - man the hand wringing nature lover - LB]

But that said,I don't think..I mean I think there's a lot of lovely anthropological research. Particularly in the area of the new genetics which interests me enormously ,where you can actually see people making very complicated ethical  choices,where religion plays an extremely small part in their decision making,and that seems to me something which is new and is interesting.

Melvyn Bragg : Stephen Jay Gould d'you think that science could threaten religion in a way that's not conceived of as it were in your philosophy? That is to say,given John Haldane's Roman Catholicism,he has said,I read this,that were the bounds of Christ to be discovered and proved to be the bounds of Christ then that would severely cast...a most severe....final doubts on your religion. Now that is...let's say that is theoretically possible,so in that sense the science as it were destroying religion in terms of John Haldane's religion is a possibility,what do you say to that,Stephen Jay Gould?

Stephen Jay Gould : See I would say that my characterisation of religion is admittedly and idealised one that is not satisfactory to many people for whom the practice of religion is a very serious one indeed for many millions of people.This is more true in my country than yours,you're in this largely post religious society,let's face it. America which is a completely incomprehensible bizarre nation [Perhaps because it is so religious? -LB] has this enormous majoritarian claim for important belief.Now I do acknowledge that for many people who practice religion factual claims that were previously asserted are very important. There are millions of people in America and they're actually a politically powerful lobby which is not true here [Yes we have more sense -LB],for whom religion is the literal reading of the book of Genesis,whatever that means,but in any event they believe the Earth's 10,000 years old and that God created life in 6 days,with 24 hours each and that's a factual claim,that happens to be wrong,so for them,their concept of religion is intimately embedded within a whole set of factual claims that are false,and science can show to be false,but again I think that's - I don't mean to be arrogant about it - but I think that's a misconstruction of the aims and meaning of religion and science cannot conflict with the better construction of religion which is indeed,it's not only morality,because atheists can be highly moral people,I trust - I am myself! 

Melvyn Bragg :  Well I would just like to take on a point that was made earlier that - and you make it yourself in this book very clearly - you say look,I'm a scientist,and my views of science are clear and a protagonist fro science,and my heroes are Darwin and so on,and therefore when I'm talking about religion I'm suspect on this,I'm going to try and tell you why I am suspect and what my position is on this. So can you develop the sentence that you put in the book that "science cannot offer anything to say about the morality of morals" for instance. You're defining what you see,but I'd juts like a hardening up of the majesterium of religion, from your point of view.

Stephen Jay Gould :  I agree with Dr Haldane that I sleight it because its not a world I know,as well as the world of science,but I never meant to say that it's simply a study of morality.It's a consideration of all questions about meaning in that spiritual sense.We do need to struggle with why we're here,and factual science is not going to help us,the moral dimensions of that,and traditionally those kinds of discussions have gone on in the majesterium of religion,and look,facts are relevant - that is it is important to understand that the Earth is billions of years old,that the human body evolved in the material sense,in a contingent world where it didn't have to be that way,where there are not vectors of progress leading inevitably to us  [There is no teleology - LB],that's an important factual basis,but it doesn't enjoin any particular moral decisions. Science cannot go beyond what I might call the anthropology of morals,that is science can study the different belief systems throughout the world,and they may find common features and you can even argue perhaps that some of those common features are there for good Darwinian reasons,that's never going to help you with the moral questions. [No that should be left to philosophy and metaphysics -LB]
Just suppose you discovered for example the vast majority of human societies that it's okay under a certain set of circumstances to kill others,that doesn't mean it is right. It may have been a useful behaviour when we were stone wielding small groups of  hunter gatherer peoples,so the fact that there might be an anthropology of morals is only a factual gathering of information to decide whether we ought to be behaving that way requires a different kind of discussion. [Yes but not a religious one -LB]

Melvyn Bragg :  John Haldane?

John Haldane : I think I'd like to make the challenge from the side of religion a bit tougher because it seems to me you provide relatively easy cases.The strategy is this,it's to show that science and religion are not in conflict,and then somebody says,"but that can't be right can it? let's have a look at what religious believers say". Then the examples we get are say these ones of creation fundamentalists,to which the response is "well of course what they say is both false and silly" and of course many religious believers will cheer along with that. What I think one needs to look at are the tougher cases from your point of view,because look, religious...among the things that religious believers typically believe in - and I don't mean those sort of fundamentalist believers - are things like the power of petitionary prayer. The idea that you know,speaking to God engaging God in prayer can make a difference to the way the world operates. Another thing they believe in are miracles, a third thing that they tend to believe in is some kind of sacred history,that if you look at the narrative of history,or human time and so on,that the way the world has gone,that it wouldn't have gone if there weren't a providence in the back ground,and so on.

[And what are they comparing it to, to tell that there is a way that has gone that requires a providence? There is only one way it does go,and that way does not require any supernatural involvement -LB]

And then if you turn to Christianity a fourth thing that they believe is the incarnation,the idea that God entered into the material universe. Now I suppose there's a question,but I think I can guess at the answer. My suspicion is that when those come on to the scene,it's not going to be so easy for you to suggest a reconciliation,because it does seem to me that these are going to start to be counter explanatory claims perhaps.

Stephen Jay Gould :  But at that point I just very (indistinct) and say "alright I don't happen to believe in the immaculate conception of Mary for example",but that's not a scientific question I will leave that to you,to debate whether or not Mary was conceived without sin and free of the taint of Adam,because that's not a question that science can adjudicate in any case.The  Catholic church debated it for a couple of thousand years,my guy Pianono I talked about before...

John Haldane : But that was my example....

Stephen Jay Gould : ...proclaimed it,and fine. But I think that way about the phenomenon of miracles that is I cannot say as a scientist,that miracles defined technically as suspensions of natural law for a moment don't happen. I suspect they don't,but if they did,I couldn't study them anyway,so I'm going to leave that domain aside. They don't seem to make much of an impact on human history anyway.

[Two problems - Believers would say that in fact they do have a big impact - and leaving people to believe miracles happen,when all that they proclaim happened can be explained by natural law or by ignorance of the believer of natural law,means that they go on believing  something about the world which is not true. It is an act of omission on behalf of science and scientists not to point out where the error is. Ignorance kills people - and if science in its presumed quest for the truth leaves aside areas of untruth to fester,it will find itself in precisely the same scenario as Galileo once found himself.Unless the propensity to reason and decide what is an isn't possible is done properly,Mr Gould may find that he is a heretic in a world of Simplicio's -LB]

Hilary Rose : And prayer?

Stephen Jay Gould :  Prayer is the placebo effect,that's one of the most powerful (John laughs) ones we know. I have no doubt that prayer is immensely beneficial for many people,it don't think it changes the character of the world,that can be scientifically adjudicated.But again I would say,for those for whom it is necessary to think that it does,it's outside the realm of science,I'll let them be.

Hilary Rose : Stephen,didn't Galton actually measure the power of prayer

Stephen Jay Gould :  Oh many people have tried ... [Not least Russell Stannard see iotm53 -LB]

Hilary Rose : ..and he actually came to the conclusion that it didn't work.It's one of his more delicious experiments,yes.

Stephen Jay Gould :  ...of course many...yes,you study...since what he did was to assume since kings are prayed for more often than ordinary folks,if it works,kings ought to live...then I'm not simplifying ...and they don't!

Melvyn Bragg :  But let's get back to the domain of religion Hilary. You said that for chunks...you used the word chunks of the future,there would be a religious component of human nature,you thought it had been around,and you would worry if morality disappeared,now I think...I mean people will say,where are the pillars for morality,where's the instructions for morality,where's it coming from? One of the passages in Stephen Jay Gould's book that I particularly like was his description,it's a strange word given how moving it was,was Huxley's reaction to death of his son,and his discovering or rediscovering or asserting morality in the face of Christian consequences of that as it were. Now where do..where will you plant your morality as an atheist although you think even an atheist is too strong a word your an "indifferent" really to God aren't you?

Hilary Rose :  Yes,I mean as far as I'm concerned,you know,it's impossible to consider any circumstances under which I could believe in the power of prayer,or any...

Melvyn Bragg :  Yeah but the power of...

Hilary Rose :  ...or any of these other..I mean or gods or any of these things,they just seem..

Melvyn Bragg :  It makes it easy these measurements...but I actually think that Stephen Jay Gould's idea about placebo effect,which we know is tremendously powerful. Experiment after experiment...

Hilary Rose :  Oh yes!

Melvyn Bragg :  If Galton had done the placebo effect instead of prayer,he'd have been very surprised indeed about the effect it can have,as we know,in the most extraordinary cases.

Hilary Rose :  Oh yes.

Melvyn Bragg : Put that aside.What's your morality going to be based on/ Or need it be based on nothing or what do we do about it?

Hilary Rose :  No,my morality will be based on people's relationships with one another and how they think about one another.So mine will be...

Melvyn Bragg :  But will they think about one another like Pol Pot thought about one another? Who's thinking about one another where?

Hilary Rose :  ... a morality from below.

Melvyn Bragg :  Who's thinking about one another where?

Hilary Rose :  No,no I don't think Pol Pot was thinking too much about one another. I think Pol Pot was thinking very substantially about Pol Pot. I see ethics as connected to politics but not actually equitable with them,and if you're going to discuss Pol Pot in a useful way you've got to enter into the realm of politics. But ethics which,you know, I see as having,you know, a less...somehow in a sense a both broader and a much smaller agenda,in that discussions of the polis fit in between very big ethical statements and very grounded ones. I'm interested in very grounded ethics,of how we live our lives in a day to day way,and I see those as coming out of our lives and that we're passing through a new sort of post religious period,particularly in Britain.

[Morality is an emergent phenomena of society,it comes out of our lives - because lives and society change,so does morality -LB]

Melvyn Bragg :   I'm sorry to hang on to Pol Pot,but I'm going to.

Hilary Rose :   Right.We're going to talk politics then.

Melvyn Bragg :  The fact is that...no we're not talking politics,we're talking morality,we're talking Thomas Hobbes [See langton.html and mathex4.html @NBCi] life is nasty brutish and short,now that seems to me to be ethics as much as...every bit as much as any political dimension.I'm just asking if ....religion says,for better and for worse,and has done,you behave like this,you act like this,now then without religions,I'm asking you,who is saying that,are we saying it to each other? And I'm choosing the example of people who choose not to say it to each other,who choose to behave in a way totally differently from that which you would approve,which all of us would approve,so I'm just saying where's the basis for this? Is there one? Maybe there needn't be one I don't know.

[It's relatively obvious that if everyone went around killing each other,or species would not survive very long - and in order to have an reasonable society of large amounts of organisms some behaviours are salient - this happens in monkey troops - the basis for a non religious morality is what that person wants out of life in a society that functions a particular way - that can lead to out and out selfishness or altruism,in the hope that a future reward is forthcoming (see analy15.html @NBCi). It is not possible to say that a religious basis for morality is better than one without,or that no morality is the result of lack of religion - that's too simplistic - as Stephen says atheists get along quite well being moral without needing an authority to tell them what is right and wrong. There is their own conscience and what they feel comfortable with and their thought processes deliberating upon society and the consequences of the actions should everyone fall to a given behaviour - a non religious morality requires a great deal of thought - a religious morality is a simple scheme offered to those who can't or can't be bothered to deal with or take responsibility for their own morality -LB]

Hilary Rose :   Well,you always have to consider power,and Pol Pot had was power.I mean the British used to talk about "we have the Gattling gun,and you have not" and that's after all part of the history of the church. Sometimes the spiritual church was very very closely allied with huge secular power and typically in those circumstances,things got a bit dodgy,unethical rather frequently.

John Haldane : I think that...the question that was asked about what can be the basis of morality seems to me a tremendously important one,and not juts in this kind of intellectual debate,but for our future how policy is going to be shaped and so on. I think that unless one has more than the notion of fair dealing,then morality will degenerate down into a kind of contract with one another. Now what can the "more" be? Well it seems to me an ennobling self conception is what's called for. An account of what it is to be a human and to live a good human life,that's what is required,if we're going to raise ourselves above the kind of situation which was at some stage we would fall into.

[That of course requires the notion of what is actually "good" (see Robert Pirsig Zen and the art of Motorcycle Maintenance" and "Lila:An enquiry into morals) -LB]

Now that notion of an ennobling self conception is one that religion has provided,but not religion uniquely,but I do think that it gives it a certain form,because it has built into it the idea of transcendence,and the idea of completion,and it's very difficult to see how there could be any secular counterpart of those,and without that ennobling self conception then I think we are left with that question hanging "What future has mankind without religion?".

Melvyn Bragg :  Stephen Jay Gould?

Stephen Jay Gould : It won't be a secular counterpart to that in one sense,but you don't need belief in a conventional supreme being to have it either.There's a moral dimension in all human lives. I'm afraid we have to bite the bullet and allow that there simply is not a way in which we can agree upon an external and universal basis of ethical behaviour [Moral relativism - that's why it exists now -LB],it's just the nature of the enterprise. Indeed the religions don't agree among themselves [Exactly which is why it is farce to suggest moral absolutism from religion -LB],so there's not going to be answers there either.
I take refuge in something David Hume said a long time ago,when he was examining the same question and coming and coming to that reluctant conclusion there can't be a logical universal basis for ethics,namely luckily thank goodness,there seems to be what one might call a moral sense,just as we have other senses.

[The conscience?  It's interesting that Hume and Gould along with many others have concluded that there is no moral absolutes and yet theists insist that their peculiar little clique is a source of moral absolutes when in fact it is just a closed moral society.All the heavy thinkers have reached the same conclusion we have moral relativism because of the death of God,and even with God one only has - as Stephen suggested - one set of morals not THE set of morals to go by. Merely by not believing in a deity I force God's laws to be relative - they cannot be absolute in a logical sense-LB]

There is a consensus that we can reach.

[Yes and many think because we agree that those value are absolutes - they are not they are mutually acceded to - relative ones.They could just as well be any morals whatever,there is nothing that defines them as "good" short of the mutual agreement and in that sense if the majority agreed murder was good then it would be - fortunately they don't and it maybe because of a "moral sense",but the agreed upon values upon that moral sense are still arbitrary and have nothing in their favour other other than many moral senses are in agreement -LB]

And....

Melvyn Bragg :  But looking at the history of the 20th century....

Stephen Jay Gould : ..it preserves us..it's a consensus that's probably simply based on what you need to believe,like the Golden Rule in order to still be here.

[I think so to...I think that mutual assent comes from the survival of a society,and those codes emerge as what everyone would like in order to feel safe and secure and survive in a a society of other beings all wishing to do the same. There are two real outcomes - every man for himself or mutual cooperation - the latter we call "civilised" and the former is the anarchy that so worries the absolutists. Theoretically we could all function after the law of the jungle - but in terms of human society it doesn't make much sense.Our survival and propagation has been due to a mutual cooperation,and the morals that emerge reflect that aspect  we want to get along,but have to sublimate the urges of the Id the base beast to be selfish and destroy.What is mutually acceded to in general makes society a survivable place as an entity. If you use an allegory of the human body for society cells have to do what is "right" in order for the organism to function an survive - Similarly people have to do certain things or society perishes,and it's debatable what those things are,but it seems that wantonly killing people is not well tolerated - since if we all did it,it would not help anyone or society -LB]

So when the Pol Pots in the world emerge you're not going to convince them logically you going to have to convince them by struggle.That's why we have penal systems,that's why we still fight wars for all their tragedies.

Melvyn Bragg :  Would you agree with that Hilary Rose?

Hilary Rose : Yeah I would,but I mean in a sense,I would also see against what John was arguing,that you could only get these ethical accounts and you know an alternative of a different kind of human being. I mean socialism and Marxism particularly had a very strong belief in and a different view of human nature (see iotm78). You read the early Marx,there's this sort of beautiful account of how under certain social conditions we will have beautiful new human natures,and this was a compelling vision,you know,which some of us have subscribed to very dearly,and this was an alternative view of how we became good people. I mean totally in contradiction to Hobbes,and this was a compelling vision for a great part of the back end of the 19th,great chunks of the 20th century. It ended in many ways,as gruesomely as various of the religion....I mean it would appear that when political theory gets too close to the state it becomes rather unfortunate,the same as when religion gets too close to the state it becomes rather unfortunate.

[Tony Blair is tantamount to Damien Omen in that sense -LB]

Melvyn Bragg :   John Haldane.

John Haldane : Well Marx's vision was of course partly a religiously inspired one. I mean what Marx is doing in a sense is taking the Jewish notion of a sacred history and the idea of a purpose on point in the evolution  of events and casting that in a secular idiom. Dialectical materialism takes over dialectic of spirit. But you might say that as it were it's fate was a result of its hubris,that it tried to substitute precisely because it tried to substitute for religion,to give a secular equivalent of that transcendent aspiration - it failed,and that whenever human beings try to do that,they'll end up in the same position face down in the mud. (Stephen giggles)
[What utter rot -LB]

Melvyn Bragg :   Can I conclude what for me has been an absorbing discussion by asking Stephen Jay Gould,d'you think it's the same impulse that drives physicists to complete string theory as drives theologians to prove the existence of God?

Stephen Jay Gould : In some very broad sense I suspect it is.We're such a crazy curious species,that's why we're so (indistinct) to do the mostly terrible things to each other,and yet there is this substrate that one can only deem admirable.

["You are at your best when things are worst" Jeff Bridges "Starman" commenting on human beings]

We are, as Sarvay(?) puts it this little creature,wondering why in the vastness of the heavens we're here and what it's all about and we've got this damnedest desire to find out.Science is a way of finding out in a factual sense.What religion seeks may not be factually resolvable,but it's a similar set of questions. "Why are we here? What's it all about? What can we do? How can we make it better?" that is the most noble part of our nature,and I think we should do everything we can to nurture it,because there's some very ignoble parts as well.

Melvyn Bragg :    Hilary Rose,Stephen Jay Gould and John Haldane thank you very much. Next week as part of the Victoria season,I'll be discussing the British Empire and its effect on knowledge with Richard Drayton, Azir Sardar (?) and Marianne Misrar (?).Thanks for listening.

